
HorrorHorror
Dread permeates the world of Ohr. Unnatural creatures

threaten the very minds and fabric of existence. Horrible

monstrosities lurk just out of sight, lingering in the shadows

and darkness of the world.

Horror plays a large part in the world of Ohr, it effects all

Players and NPC's in the world. Magic is also affected by

Horror in the world or Ohr. An unnatural occurence, the use

of Magic can often have terrible side effects, dragging with it

eldritch things by warping and twisting reality in unintended

ways.

Below we will describe Horror and its effects. In the next

section we will describe new ways to deal with Horror

through unique 'Camping' effects that players can learn and

take advantage of. In the third section of this handout 'Heroic

Moments' will be detailed, a new and exciting feature added to

characters that grow more powerful as they increase in level.

In the last section of this handout we will describe the effects

of failing on a spell roll.

HorrorHorror
Horror is a devastating character effect that must be managed

carefully. While low Horror means that a character is less

susceptible to certain effects, a moderate amount of Horror is

required to access a 'Heroic Moment'. High levels of Horror

can turn a character into one of the Lightless, living

abomintations corrupted by Dark Forces inside of a humans

soul.

A Characters Horror Threshold is equal to 10+ Wisdom

Modifier.

Exceeding this Threshold turns a character into one of the

Lightless.

Gaining HorrorGaining Horror
Horror can be gained a number of ways. Most often a player

gains points of horror from watching companions die, or

dealing with unnatural Monsters. Being in certain places can

also cause a player to gain Horror.

Here is a small chart detailing some of the most common

reasons a Player may gain Horror.

Any time a player might gain Horror they must roll a

Wisdom Check with a DC of 15. Success means that the

player gains no Horror.

Gaining Horror

Horror
Gained Reason

1 Being Ambushed.

1 Being caught by a trap.

2 Investigating a tainted site.

2 Seeing an Unnatural Creature for the first time.

2 Watching a Companion Fall in
combat(Reaching 0 HP's)

4 Watching a Companion Die(Cumulative with
watching them fall)

DM's may choose to force Horror Rolls for other reasons,

such as environmental, strange effects, or even monsters

unique attacks. Magic may also force a Horror Check.

The Effects of HorrorThe Effects of Horror
Horror is more than an arbitrary number, it effects all things

that a Character does.

A Characters Maximum Horror Threshold is equal to

10+Wisdom Modifier.

The effects of Horror at first are minor, but as Horror grows

it takes root in a Characters heart and begin to physically

transform them. All effects of Horror are Cumulative(If you

have 7 Horror, you also have the effects of 1-6 Horror).

Horror Effects

Horror
Score Effect

0-3 No Effect

4-5 Disadvantage on saving throws against 'Fear'
effects, and Intimidation.

6

Upon gaining the 6th point of Horror you are
'Feared' by the creature or item that forced the
Horror Check. This Lasts for 10 turns. You may
attempt a Wisdom Saving throw to end the
effect early every turn at the end of your turn. At
this level, auditory or visual hallucinations may
happen at DM's discretion.

7 Disadvantage on saving throws against, and
checks to see through, Illusion spells.

8
Disadvantage on Necromancy Spells, and spells
that deal Necrotic Damage. The Characters eyes
grow gaunt and grey.

9

When the Character gains its 9th point of Horror it
may immediately use it's 'Heroic Moment'. The
Character's Body grows thin and gaunt, color
draining from the skin. All Charisma based
checks are made at Disadvantage.

10 Wisdom Saves made at Disadvantage.

Maximum
Horror +1

The Character becomes one of the Lightless.
The Character is no longer playable.
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Dealing with HorrorDealing with Horror
There are a number of ways to deal with Horror. It does not

magically disappear, instead a Character must see inspiring

things! Alternatively, a character may take or use certain

drugs, to remove horror. The easiest way to remove Horror is

by using Camping Skills, detailed in section 2 of this Handout.

Witnessing another Character's 'Heroic Moment'

Decreases Horror by 1 point(It does not remove a Horror

Point from the character using the Heroic Moment.).

At a DM's discretion other events remove Horror.

CampingCamping
Resting is an integral part of any adventure, it gives players a

chance to lick their wounds, and regroup before heading out

to tackle the dangers of the world all over again. In the setting

of Ohr Resting can be supplimented with Camping Skills,

each character able to contribute to the betterment of the

party, or empowering themselves!

All characters learn one Camping skill at level 1. Characters

learn an additional Camping Skill at level 5. Some Camping

Skills have requirements, a character must meet the

requirements in order to learn the Camping Skill.

Camping Skills can only be used on a Long Rest.

EncourageEncourage
Requirements None

The Character offers up encouraging words to help steel

the resolve of another Party Member.

Choose one Party Member, that Party Member may reduce

their Horror score by 1 point.

Wound CareWound Care
Requirements Medicine Skill

The Character is capable of making basic Wound Care on a

Party Member. Choose one Party Member who has the

Poisoned, Deafened, or Blinded condition. You may remove

one of these conditions.

Pep TalkPep Talk
Requirements Performance Skill, or Charisma 13+

The Character offers up an inspiring talk or speech that

encourages his comrades. All Characters in the Party gain

Advantage on their next Horror Check.

Anger ManagementAnger Management
Requirements Barbarian, or Strength 13+

Seething with rage, the Character focuses, looking inwards

and using it to overcome some of the terror they've seen. The

character may remove 1 point of Horror.

Psych UpPsych Up
Requirements Bard, or Charisma 15+

The Character may take a few moments to prepare the

party for the task ahead. In the next combat, all Party

Members gain a +1 to Attack Rolls for the duration of the

combat. This effect does not stack with similar effects, and

fades when the party rests again.

Eldritch RitualEldritch Ritual
Requirements Wizard, Sorceror, Warlock, or Other Arcane

Spellcaster. Level 5.

The Caster prepares an Eldritch Ritual, glancing into the

very patterns of Darkness in order to better understand

magic. Until the Character rests again, they have Advantage

on their Spell-checks to cast a spell without having an Eldritch

Effect.

Using an Eldritch Ritual increases the Characters Horror

by two points.

Field DressingField Dressing
Requirements None

The Character is capable of applying basic Field Dressing

to the wounded. Add the Characters Intelligence Score to any

healing done when a Hit Die is expended.

Marching PlanMarching Plan
Requirements None

The Character details an intricate Marching Plan to the

Party during the rest. All travel rolls for the next travel check

have Advantage.

TriageTriage
Requirements Medicine. Level 5

The Character has learned to treat the most grievously

wounded members of the party first. All Players in the

Characters party gain their Proficiency Modifier in HP's per

Hit Die spent.

Stand TallStand Tall
Requirements Constitution 13+

The Character reinforces themselves through physicality

itself, strengthening their body for the terror's to come.

The Character gains Advantage on their next Horror Check.

Zealous SpeechZealous Speech
Requirements Performance, or Charisma 13+. Level 5.

The Character gives a righteous speech, inspiring his allies

to greatness! All characters in the party may reduce their

Horror by 2 points.

Gallows HumorGallows Humor
Requirements None

The Character tells a disturbing joke to the party. The

Character loses 3 points of Horror, but suffers Disadvantage

on their next Horror Check.

Battle TranceBattle Trance
Requirements Fighter, Paladin, Ranger

The Character focuses upon the fight to come, focusing

their mind into weapons as sharp as their blades. The

Character may add their Proficiency Bonus to all Damage

Rolls in their next combat. This ability does not stack with

similar abilities.

Sharpen WeaponsSharpen Weapons
Requirements Blacksmith Tools

The Character sharpens their weapons, making them ready

for the next battle to come. During the next Combat, the

Character Critically hits on an 18-20 instead of just a 20.
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Homecooked MealHomecooked Meal
Requirements Cooks Utensils, or Survival

The Character is capable of turning even the most dry of

rations into a comforting meal. The Character must use as

many rations as Party Members will be eating the meal.

Each Character that partakes of the Homecooked Meal

loses 2 points of Horror.

RevelRevel
Requirements None

The Characters in the Party Partake of feasting, drinking

and making merry. Alcohol must be consumed by all party

members involved.

Those who partake in the Revel lose 3 points of Horror, but

suffer Disadvantage on Initiative in the next Combat.

FlagellateFlagellate
Requirements None

The Character partakes in the ancient art of Flogging,

beating themselves with a whip or crop ritually to purify their

body. Pain focuses the mind.

The Character loses 1 point of Horror.

Abandon HopeAbandon Hope
Requirements None

The Character loses all Hope, succumbing to the terror

within and ranting and raving at the party.

The Character loses 2 Horror, but inflicts a 1 point Horror

Check on everyone else in the Party.

Dark StrengthDark Strength
Requirements Warlock, or Sorceror

The Character begs for Dark power from their Patron, or

calls upon their blood to fuel power into their spells.

All Spells deal Damage equal to the Characters Proficiency

Bonus for the next combat.

The Character gains 1 Horror.

Unspeakable CommuneUnspeakable Commune
Requirements Religion Skill, or Cleric, or Paladin. Level 5.

The Character prays to a an Unknown Power for insight.

The Character gains 2 Horror.

Once before their next rest, the Character may choose to

reroll any one roll they make. They must make this decision

before knowing wether they succeed or fail at the roll.

ChantChant
Requirements Religion Skill, Worship a God, Cleric, or

Paladin.

The Character performs a Holy Chant that gives all Players

in the group Advantage on their next Horror Check.

ScroungerScrounger
Requirements None

The Character scavenges the nearby area during Camping,

gaining a minor trinket or two. Roll on the following Table to

detertmine what the Scrounger finds.

Scrounging

1d6 Items Found

1 2 Brass

2 2 Cruel Arrows

3 1 Ration

4 4 Brass

5 2 Cruel Bolts

6 Muddy Potion of Healing(1 HP)

Heroic MomentHeroic Moment
Heroic Moments aren't like most abilities, instead of doing

something specific, a Player picks and chooses from a number

of Abilities and meshes them into a unique feature that they

are able to use.

Heroic Moments may only be used upon reaching their 9th

Horror Point, when they are dropped unconscious, they may

roll a Constitution Check, this check does not benefit from

ANY other sources(I.E. No Bless, no bardic inspiration, etc). If

the roll beats DC 15, they may use their Heroic Moment

before falling unconscious.

Each Player may only use their Heroic Moment once in a

single game session.

Building the Heroic MomentBuilding the Heroic Moment
Every Heroic Moment is unique, and Players are encouraged

to be as descriptive as possible.

Characters start with 3 Hero points, and gain +1 Hero point

per level. A Character may save their Hero Points in order to

purchase higher cost modifiers to their Heroic Moment.

Where to StartWhere to Start
Choose one of the following. This may not be changed in the

future, so think carefully!

Melee Attack

Your Heroic Moment is a Melee Attack. When you use it you

make a normal Attack Roll(or more, if you have more attacks

due to modifiers). The Damage dealt is the same as the

weapon you are wielding.

Ranged Attack

Your Heroic Moment is a Ranged Attack. You must be

wielding a Ranged Weapon, and roll a Ranged Attack as

normal. The Damage dealt is the same as the weapon you are

wielding.

Spell Attack

Your Heroic Moment is a Spell. This Spell is not subject to an

Eldritch Permutation (see Spellcasting section), and you do

not need to roll a Spellcasting Check. This Spell may take the

form of a Ranged, or Melee Spell Attack, chosen when your

Heroic Moment is created. Your Heroic Moment deals 1d8

Bludgeoning, Piercing, or Slashing Damage, chosen when

created.
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Save

Your Heroic Moment is a Spell that uses a Save DC instead of

an Attack Roll. This Spell is not subject to an Eldritch

Permutation(see Spellcasting section), and you do not need to

roll a Spellcasting Check. The DC is equal to to your

spellcasting DC. If you can not normally cast spells, choose

Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma as your spellcasting score.

Your Heroic Moment deals 1d8 Bludgeoning, Piercing, or

Slashing Damage, chosen when created.

Building the Heroic MomentBuilding the Heroic Moment
A Character starts out with 3 Hero Points that he may use to

build his Heroic Moment. Choose from the following. These

choices may not be changed, so think carefully!

AdvantageAdvantage
Point Cost 3 Heroic Points

When you make your Heroic Moment attack you gain

Advantage on your Attack Rolls.

Extra AttackExtra Attack
Point Cost 1 Point

You gain one Extra Attack per point spent in this Heroic

Modifier, up to a Maximum of 5.

Damage IncreaseDamage Increase
Point Cost 1 Point

During your Heroic Moment add 1d8 Damage per hit. You

may Purchase this Heroic Modifier up to 5 times.

Damage ChangeDamage Change
Point Cost 2 Points

You may Change the type of Damage your Heroic Moment

does. You may choose from; Fire, Cold, Lightening, Thunder,

Necrotic, Radiant, Psychic, or Force Damage.

Area of EffectArea of Effect
Point Cost 2 Points

Your Heroic Moment becomes an Area of Effect Attack

starting as a 10 foot circle. You may purchase this Heroic

modifier up to three times, for a total of 30 feet.

ToxicToxic
Point Cost 2 Points

Enemies struck by your Heroic Moment attack must make a

DC 14 Constitution Save, or they become Poisoned.

Armor BreakerArmor Breaker
Point Cost 2 Points

An Enemy struck by your Heroic Moment has its AC

reduced by 2.

Weapon BreakerWeapon Breaker
Point Cost 2 Points

An Enemy struck by your Heroic Moment attack has its

Attack Bonus reduced by 2.

Spell BreakerSpell Breaker
Point Cost 4 Points

An Enemy struck by your Heroic Moment must make a

Concentration Check every time they attempt to cast a spell.

NimbleNimble
Point Cost 2 Points

You may move up to your Movement speed in any direction

while using your Heroic Moment.

This Movement need not be Movement you can normally

make, you may Fly, Teleport, or even run up walls!

DeafeningDeafening
Point Cost 2 Points

Your Heroic Moment Deafens those struck by it. Any

creature struck by your Heroic Moment must make a

Constitution Save DC 14 or be Deafened for 5 turns.

BlindingBlinding
Point Cost 3 Points

Your Heroic Moment Blinds those struck by it. Any creature

struck by your Heroic Moment must make a Constitution Save

DC 14, or be Blinded for 5 turns.

ParalyzingParalyzing
Point Cost 4 Points

Your Heroic Moment Paralyzes the Enemy somehow. Any

creature struck by your Heroic Moment must make a DC 14

Constitution save or be Paralyzed for 2 turns.

DreadfulDreadful
Point Cost 2 Points

Enemies that are struck by your Heroic Moment are

overcome with Fear. Creatures that you hit must make a DC

14 Wisdom Save or gain the Fear status for 5 turns.

This effect is automatically broken if the creature takes

Damage.

ExecutionExecution
Point Cost 8 Points

This Heroic Modifier may not be applied to Heroic

Moments with the 'Area of Effect' Heroic Modifier.

Your strike is precise and deadly. Any creature struck by you

during your Heroic Moment must make a DC 15 Constitution

Save.

If the Creature Fails this save, and has less than 50 Hit

Points, it is killed instantly.

If the Creature Fails this Save, and has more than 50 Hit

Points it drops to 50 Hit Points.

ManipulatingManipulating
Point Cost 3 Points

Targets of your Heroic Moment may be moved, by you, to

any spaces within a 15 foot Radius. You may move Enemies

over terrain, or even up into the air if you wish.

If you take this Heroic Modifier a second time, the Radius

expands to 30 Feet.

Precise StrikePrecise Strike
Point Cost 4 Points

So long as you hit with your Heroic Moment, your Strike is

Automatically a Critical Hit, and you are allowed to roll on the

Critical Hit Chart.
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CharmingCharming
Point Cost 3 Points

Your Heroic Moment no longer deals damage. Instead all

creatures that are struck by your Heroic Moment must make a

DC 15 Wisdom Save, or become Charmed by you. This effect

lasts for 1 hour, after which point the creature does not realize

it was Charmed.

If you purchase this Ability a Second time, the creatures

make their Wisdom Saving throw with Disadvantage, and the

duration is extended to 1 day.

Terrain ChangerTerrain Changer
Point Cost 1 Point

Your Heroic Moment may change the literal Terrain on

which you stand. You can change the Terrain to Rough, or may

change Rough Terrain into normal Terrain. You may also

change the type of Terrain, from ground to water, ground to

mud, etc. This takes place over a 15 foot Radius that you

choose. This effect lasts for 1 hour.

You may purchase this Heroic Modifier a second time to

extend the radius to 30 feet.

GrapplerGrappler
Point Cost 2 Points

Enemies Struck by your Heroic Moment are grappled,

either by you or some other force. Any Creature struck by your

Heroic Moment must make an Athletics or Acrobatics check

DC 15 or become Grappled. This effect lasts for 2 turns.

PetrificationPetrification
Point Cost 5 Points

Your Heroic Moment may turn those struck by it into Stone.

Anyone struck by your Heroic Moment must make a DC 14

Saving throw. If the target fails the saving throw they begin to

turn to stone. On the creatures next turn it must repeat this

saving throw, if it fails again it turns completely into Stone. If

the creature Passes this Saving throw it breaks free of it's

stony shell after 2 turns.

If this Heroic Modifier is taken a second time, the target

does not get a second Saving Throw.

SaviorSavior
Point Cost 2 Points

Your Heroic Moment changes from an Attack, to a Party

Buff. Choose one Party Member other than yourself, that

Party Member heals for 1d6+Level Hit Points.

You may Purchase this Heroic Modifier more than once.

When you do so, you may choose another Party Member to

also gain this Healing, and your Healing increases by 1d6.

Iron SkinIron Skin
Point Cost 3 Points

In order to take this Heroic Modifier, you must have the

'Savior' Heroid Modifier.

When you pick this Heroic Modifier choose one type of

Resistance; Fire, Cold, Lightening, Thunder, Radiant,

Necrotic, Psychic, or Force.

Those effected by your Heroic Limit gain Resistance to this

type of damage for a number of turns equal to your

Proficiency Modifier.

Divine BlessingDivine Blessing
Point Cost 4 Points

In order to take this Heroic Modifier, you must have the

'Savior' Heroid Modifier.

Those effected by your Heroic Moment are cured of the

following effects; Fear, Poisoned, Disease, Paralyzed, Blinded,

and Deafened.

Eldritch PermutationsEldritch Permutations
Magic in the world of Ohr is gifted to the world by many

sources, few of which are benevolent. All Magic in the world

of Ohr is tainted by Dark Gods and Beings.

When a Character casts a 1st level spell or higher, they

must make a Spellcasting Check equal to the Level of the

Spell +10. Cantrips do not require this check.

Spellcasting Check DC= 10+ Level of the Spell Cast

If the Check passes, the spell is cast normally.

If the Spellcasting Check fails, the spell is cast, but is

subject to an Eldritch Permutation, a warping of the spell by

those who control magical energies.

If an Eldritch Permutation happens, roll 1d100 and consult

the table below.

Eldritch PermutationsEldritch Permutations
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Twisted ElementalTwisted Elemental
Large Elemental, Chaotic Neutral

Armor Class 15
Hit Points 90(12d10 + 5)
Speed 30ft

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

16 (+3) 16 (+3) 20 (+5) 10 (0) 10 (0) 13 (+1)

Condition Immunities exhaustion, grappled,
paralyzed, petrified, poisoned, prone, restrained,
unconscious

Senses passive Perception 13
Resistances The Element that spawned it.
Challenge 5 (3025 XP)

Multiattack The Elemental makes two Slam Attacks,
or 1 Slam Attack and an Elemental Burst.

Actions
Slam Attack. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach
5ft., one target. Hit 14 (2d8 + 5)

Elemental Burst Ranged Attack 10 Foot Range. DC 14
Dexterity Save or take 3d6 Damage of the
appropriate Elemental type.



Eldritch Permutations

Roll Effect

1-2 Roll twice on this table and take both results

3-4
The Casters hands and arms become covered in

pustules and boils. All attack rolls and Spellcasting
Checks suffer Disadvantage for 5 turns.

5-6
The Target of your spell grows a third eye. The eye

then explodes in a psychic storm of energy, dealing
2D6 psychic damage to all targets within 30 feet.

7-8
You crackle with energy you most associate with;
flames, cold wind, poisonous vapor, etc. You have

resistance to that type of of element.

9-
10

Your spell Summons a Twisted Elemental based upon
the element used. See Sidebar for Statistics. The

Elemental is Hostile to ALL creatures.

11-
12

The Target of your Spells Facial features begin to
twist and shift, moving into different places on their
head. The Target has disadvantage on all Charisma

Based Checks for 1 day.

13-
14

The Target of the spell grows a prehensile tentacle
from a random place upon their body. This tentacle
may be used to make an attack as a bonus action, it
deals 1d4+Strength Damage. This effect lasts 1 day.

15-
16

The Casters hands and arms warp into tentacles. The
Caster may not hold item. This effect lasts 1 day.

17-
18

The Target's body melts into a Flesh Ooze. Use the
Statistics provided below. This effect lasts for 1 day.

19-
20

Horrific Lesions open all over the targets body. The
Target takes an additional 2d6 Damage.

21-
22

Stigmata. The Casters hands and eyes bleed
uncontrollably. No damage is done, but upon seeing
the Caster everyone must make a Horror Check, or

gain 1 point of Horror. This effect lasts 1 day.

23-
24

The Targets becomes covered in acidic boils and
growths. Anyone striking the target takes 1 point of
Acid Damage as the boils burst. The Boils last for 1

day.

25-
26

The Caster's tongue becomes a strange, prehensile
creature. The Caster may not speak, and their tongue

has a mind of it's own. This effect lasts for 1 day.

27-
28

The Caster gains advantage on checks to escape
Grapples for 1 day.

29-
30

The Target's skin opens into weeping sores that drip
an icy, acidic substance. Any creature that makes a
melee attack against the target takes 1 Acid, and 1

Cold damage. This effect lasts for 1 day.

31-
32

Thousands of small eyes open up all over the Caster's
body. The Caster cannot be flanked, and has

Advantage on all perception checks.

Eldritch Permutations

Roll Effect

33-
34

Hundreds of small mouth's open up all over the
Targets body. Anyone exposed to this sight must
make a Horror Check or suffer 1 point of Horror.

35-
36

The Targets facial features melt away. The Target
gains Blindsight out to 30 Feet.

37-
38

Crude spikes erupt from the Targets body. Enemies
who grab or bite character take 1d3 damage. The

character does 1d4+2 damage in unarmed combat.
This effect lasts for 1 day.

39-
40

Painful, blood filled blisters appear over every inch of
your body. When struck by an attack, you must make
a Constitution saving throw (DC 13) or experience a
bloody rupture; this causes 1D6 additional damage.

41-
42

A glimpse of an unnatural creature flashes when the
spell is cast. Everyone within 30 Feet must make a

Horror Check or gain 3 Horror.

43-
44

A terrible vision flashes in front of the Casters Eyes.
The Caster must make a Horror Check or gain 2

Horror.

45-
46

All of the color drains from the Casters Skin. The
Caster suffers Disadvantage on all Charisma based

checks. This Effect lasts for 1 day.

47-
48

Whenever you cast a spell, are exposed to a magical
effect or area or are near someone using magic, you

have disadvantage on concentration checks.

49-
50

The Caster's vision warps and twists. All creatures
look like warped and twisted monstrosities. The

Caster is unable to determine friend from foe. This
lasts for 5 turns.

51-
52

Strange Horns grow from the Caster's scalp. These
Horns fall out after 1 day.

53-
54

The Targets skin flay's from their body. This deals no
extra damage, but anyone seeing the creature must

roll a Horror Check, or suffer 2 points of Horror. This
effects 1 day.

55-
56

A Thick Heavy mist is summoned in a one mile
radius. Any creature born in the next day suffers a

permanent mutation.

57-
58

The target's brain swells rapidly, roll 1D100. On a 99-
100 the target dies instantly from the swelling.

Otherwise they gain 3 levels of exhaustion.

59-
60

Memory thief. You accidentally take the memories
from each area you travel to. These memories can be

recent or old, pleasant or nightmarish. Vivid
hallucinations usually follow.

61-
62

A surge of pain sends you into shock. Lose spell level
x 4 hit points.

63-
64

The Targets hair turns into wiggling, live worms. This
effect lasts 1 day.
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Eldritch Permutations

Roll Effect

65-
66

The Casters Skin coats in a strange, slimy substance.
The Caster gains resistance to fire, but vulnerability

to cold damage. This effect lasts 1 day.

67-
68

A Twisted, warped version of the Target pulls free of
the skin, creating a duplicate. This Duplicate has the

exact same skills as the original character. The
Duplicate is automatically hostile to its true self.

69-
70

The Caster is bombarded with whispers from
otherworldly sources. The Caster is stunned for 1d4

turns.

71-
72

The Caster suddenly loses an enormous amount of
weight. Roll 4d10. The Caster loses that many

pounds in weight. You gain 1 level of exhaustion and
suffer disadvantage on Constitution checks and

saving throws.

73-
74

A second hand grows out of the Targets wrist. This
hand is not capable of using weapons any items or

weapons. The hand falls off after 1 day.

75-
76

Strange glistening scales grow over the Targets body.
The Target gains +1 to AC.

77-
78

Roll 1D4, 1-2 one of your arms is destroyed. 3-4 one
of your legs is destroyed.

79-
80

The target's body becomes covered in lesions and
gashes, they don't heal.

81-
82

The Caster's skin begins to change and alter, shifting
in odd patterns for 1 day.

83-
84

The targets fingers turn into strange serpentine like
creatures and fall off. Treat the creatures as

poisonous snakes. The Target's fingers grow back
after 1 day.

85-
86

The Caster's feet shift, turning into Hooves. The
Caster can no longer wear boots.

87-
88

The Target's Soul is split from their body. Use the
Statistics for a Zombie and a Poltergeist.

89-
90

The Caster's body becomes partially transluscent.
The Caster has advantage on Stealth Checks. This

lasts for 1 day.

91-
92

The target becomes violently ill, vomiting up a
swarm of violent insects. The Target can direct the

swarm of insects as a bonus action.

93-
94

One of your eyes explodes and is destroyed utterly.
You have disadvantage on perception checks with

sight.

95-
96

The Caster's eyes glow a sickly green color. This light
shines out to 15 feet. This effect fades after 1 day.

97-
98

The Caster's hands shift, and now close backwards.
This effect is permanent.

99 The Caster is drug violently to the Shallow Halls

100 The target is immediately pulled into Carcossa
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Flesh OozeFlesh Ooze
Medium Ooze, Varies

Armor Class 10
Hit Points 80(10d10 +20)
Speed 20 ft, Climb 20ft

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

16 (+3) 6 (-2) 16 (+3) 7 (-2) 6 (-2) 7 (-2)

Condition Immunities blinded, charmed, deafened,
exhaustion, frightened, prone

Damage Resistances acid, cold, lightning, slashing
Senses passive Perception 16
Challenge 4 (9803 XP)

***Amorphous *** The Flesh Oooze can move
through a space as narrow as 1 inch wide without
squeezing. (These stats are for a Humanoid Flesh
Ooze)

Actions
Pseudopod. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5
ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d6 + 3) bludgeoning damage
plus 18 (4d8) acid damage. In addition, non magical
armor worn by the target is partly dissolved and
takes a permanent and cumulative -1 penalty to the
AC it offers. The armor is destroyed if the penalty
reduces its ACto 10.


